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Data Studio presents a revolutionary new way to 

grow your business organically by using data in 

a more meaningful way.

Do Business Better
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Introduction

We’ve reimagined what business could look like if 

data was at the center of growth strategies.  It 

would enable smart and more transparent 

business models. It would create more meaningful 

consumer experiences by unifying siloed data and 

ultimately better businesses for everyone, 

everywhere. Data with purpose creates growth.

Do Business Better

We’re a data agency on a  

mission to make business better 

and more personal for everyone.
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We offer two data studio services that 

cover both bespoke workflows and also 

pre built work flows that enable growth. 

Plus ready to go apps.
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Bespoke Flows 
We’ll work with your organisation 

to scope, define and build out the best 

solution and flows to ensure you drive 

growth by using data in a smarter way.

Pre Built Flows 
We offer a set of pre built data flows 

that enable rapid growth through 

timely and robust deployments that 

create positive and measurable change.
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Grow your business by using custom and ready to go 

flows that create new customer experiences, reduce 

manual tasks and increase profitability.  

Unify Your Data 
Unify and sync your internal and 

external platforms, systems and data 

across the web.

Leverage Your Data 
Leverage all of your data and increase 

profits, scalability and efficiency within 

your business.

Own Your Data 
All flows include a data store using 

Google Cloud or Amazon AWS which is 

owned by your business.

Integrate to Innovate
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Our internal integration and 

management platform. It’s how we 

build and power our products.

Some of Walter’s features 
 

Combine multiple formats, methods, data types.  

Allows for bidirectional data flow.  

Enables multiple systems to be updated at the same time. 

Sync data using XML, JSON, FTP and Web services. 

Set rules to change data to suit the endpoint. 

Meet Walter

 Walter 2.0
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Automation 
Reduce manual tasks by leveraging 

smarter systems that provide more time 

to focus on the important things. 

Robust Platform 
Our Data Studio is highly available and 

includes our industry leading SLA. Data 

Studio operates at 99.99% uptime.

Data Liberation 
Push your data into hundreds of industry 

leading platforms across ecommerce, 

marketing, finance, operation and fulfilment.

Flexible Payments 
We have flexible payment options 

available including upfront, fixed term 

and monthly ongoing.

Single Customer View 
By enabling a single view of your 

customer you will be able to better 

understand who they are.

Managed Service 
We offer a fully managed concierge 

service that includes scoping, ideation, 

setup and delivery via our Data Studio. 

Outcomes and Benefits
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Sync all retail customer data for in store 

and online purchases which enables a 

welcome email once signed up as they 

leave the store.

RETAIL

Increase revenues through smart 

appointment follow ups to customers in 

healthcare to build stronger and lasting 

relationships.

HEALTH CARE

Automate smart late payment reminders 

via email and sms for financial institution 

customers so they’re up to date and pay 

on time. 

BANKING & FINANCE

It’s all Possible

Flows Multiple

Flows Multiple

Flows Multiple

Message a customer a back in stock 

notice when a wish list item is in stock at 

their local store. Enable a simple sms 

reply to put it on hold.

RETAIL

Deploy a smart bot to field and answer 

questions which reduces phone call 

holding wait times while providing real 

value to your customers.

RETAIL & SMALL BUSINESS

Flows Multiple

Flows Multiple

When you design workflows 

around conversions you get a 

winning strategy.  
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We can design, push 

and sync your data with 

thousands of platforms.
CATEGORIES 

20+ 
Number of different 

categories of 

technology available. 

NEAR 

Instant 
Sub-second round trip 

data exchange depending 

on 3rd Party.

By leveraging the power of the collective 

internet and the 5000+ SaaS ‘Martech' 

platforms available, you’ll soon see why you 

simply can’t truly scale without our flows.

PLATFORMS 

1000+ 
Number of platforms 

we can integrate and 

sync data with.
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Dial Pro

By using our Dial Pro service businesses can enable 

one to one communication with each customer 

when they call the business by simply enabling our 

smart 1300 number. 

A revolutionary and simple new 

way for small businesses to connect  

with customers when they call. 

If the call isn't answered, we’ll send a customised 

concierge sms to your customer with a few well 

designed call to actions to ensure they feel 

important and looked after each time.

Do Business Better

Add On

Multiple Numbers 

Extra Messages 

Extra Talk Time

Dial Pro Plan

$149 Per Month

Zero Setup Fees 

Includes 1300 Number 

Customised SMS Messaging 

200 Minutes of Talk Time 

100 Smart SMS Messages 

Detailed Analytics 

Multiple Locations Included

SMALL BUSINESS

All Prices Exclude GST
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Add On

Additional Stores 

Extra Messages 

Welcome Series
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Onboard

By using our Onboard service businesses can enable 

a seamless and highly converting signup process for 

customers in store which allows businesses to 

better connect with their customers.

Onboard Plan

$199 Per Month

Zero Setup Fees 

SMS Point Of Sale Kit 

200 Smart SMS Messages 

Smart Data Sync 

Advanced Analytics 

Onboarding Call 

Priority Support

A revolutionary and simple new 

way for small businesses to grow 

their members email and sms lists. 
SMALL BUSINESS

It all starts with our SMS point of sale kit which is 

mailed to each store location. This allows for a 

seamless sms signup process to gather the 

customers email and mobile phone number plus 

that all important opt in preference for compliance. 

Do Business Better

All Prices Exclude GST
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Add On

Additional Emails 

Welcome Series 

Advanced Integration
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Send Smart Plan

$349 Per Month

Zero Setup Fees 

Customised Email Template 

500 Smart Emails 

Basic POS Integration 

Advanced Analytics 

Onboarding Call 

Priority Support

SMALL BUSINESS

Do Business Better

Send Smart

By using our Send Smart service businesses can enable 

one to one communication with each customer 

through smart triggered email communications and an 

optional welcome series. We’ll work with you to build a 

custom trigger that ensures conversions. 

A revolutionary and simple new way 

for small businesses to enable one 

to one customer communication. 

All Prices Exclude GST
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Let’s make 
data happen

Phone Us 

During business hours

Email Us 

Any time 

If you want to make your business 

better with data, reach out today. 

Melbourne

1300 361 985 sales@commerce.one

https://commerce.one

Website 

Visit us online

mailto:sales@commerce.one
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